
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of analytics
lead. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list
of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for analytics lead

Develop essential architecture for database ETL, data scrubbing and
normalization algorithms, reporting
Lead a team to provide the analytical expertise in regard to digital analytics
and click stream data in order to optimise our customer’s digital experience
across Sainsbury’s propositions
Develop recommendations as to how digital propositions should be adjusted
to drive improved performance
Collaborate with the product teams to develop innovative ideas and
concepts, identifying both game-changing opportunities and incremental
improvements, ensuring insight generated through analytics and user
research is at the core of every decision
Manage an analytics programme to support the delivery of A/B and MV tests
that realise value for the business
Contribute to the prioritisation process for product design through the
delivery of data-led insight
Support and actively promote the reporting, tools and data developed by the
wider Data and Analytics Centre of Excellence in day to day business activity
Deliver accurate, timely and insightful analysis into customer journeys and key
customer purchasing drivers, providing the business with recommendation
for UX and functional improvements
Use analysis of A/B and MV testing to provide data driven recommendations
for new features, content and journeys
Convey complex analysis into action driving insight, always communicating in
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Qualifications for analytics lead

Experience with next generation sequencing platforms or automation
workflow development and transition
Prior experience with people leadership
Experience with machine learning and/or operations research algorithms
Prior experience in agriculture
Be leading data driven led change in a corporate organization
Minimum 7+ years of lead experience using SAP BW (7.0 or higher) and/or
SAP BW on HANA (v7.4 or higher)


